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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Ariel, Seymour Fox, Mark Gurvis, Annette Hochstein, 
Stephe.n H. Hoffman, Martin S. Kraar, Morton L . Mandel , 
Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, Herman D. Stein, Jonathan 

Woocher, Henry L. Zu~cker • 

Virginia F. Levi 

September 21, 1989 

Attached , for your information , are reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Seymour Fox, Jonathan Woocher and Henry L. Zucker. 

1. Mandell Berman 
2. Charles Bronfman 
3. John Colman 
4. David Dubin 
5. Irving Greenberg 
6. Lester Pollack 
7. Harriet Rosenthal 
8. Bennett Yanowitz 
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW WITH LESTER POLLACK -- 9/6/89 
By Jo.-J '-"' ooc.Hel(_ 

Despite tnissing the last meeting, LP remains very positive about 
the Commission's direction and especially the notion o! the 
Community Action sites as catalytic agencts for change. 

With regard to an implementing mechanism, LP starts with a bias 
against creating any new Jewish organizations. However, creating 
an entity with a specific, limited focus, a funding capability, 
and the mission of providing resources t o existing institutions 
to implement change may not be a bad idea . He would envision 
this as an "institute for Jewish educational development," 
national in scope, which woul<l l,~ rocus~d on helping 
organizations through a targeted learning process and the 
development of a feedback and networking system. 

The JWB Maximizing implementation procegs may provide a mod~l. 
Local sites took on different fonns and local leadership was kept 
energized. As a side benefit, even cotnmunities not involved as 
CAS begin to think about the issues. 

!We need to develop a p rocess roa d map f or i mplemen t ation focusing 
on the question : how do we energize the c ommunitios? JWB•~ ~itc 
visits by teams of l e ade rs may b e a model . The recommendations 
must be community-o r ien ted to g~L a<.; L.iuu i>itt::s to t a ki:: on action . 

~

The implementing mechanism wil l h a v e to be p roactiv e to get 
things going. We can ' t s i mply ass ume that the federat i on will 
step forward in e~ch c o mmu nity , but the f ederat i on Gh ould bQ th~ 
convener . 

In general, h e prefers t o start by seeking the optima l functional 
ideal, then "scaling down '' t he process ~nd mcch 3nicm to mee t r e al 
wo r ld c ons i dera tions of turf, etc. 

SE P 20 ' 89 I 1:09 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTZRVI£W OF COMMISSIONER 

1 . COMMISS IONER: CHARLES BRONFMAN 

2. INTERVIEWER: PROF. S. FOX 

3. DATE: JULY 9, 1989 

4. DURATION : ONE AND A HALF HOURS 

5 . SETTING: JERUSALEM 

6 . SUMMARY : 

In addition to Charles Brontman, two members of his staft were 
present: Janet Aviad , who is the director o f his Israel oftice 
an~ Stan Urman, a consultant to Mr. Bronfman in Montreal. 

Mr. Bronfman reported on his positive reactions to the third 
meeting or the commission, though he indicated that he had to 
leave early to fly off to Kansas City. He was pleased with the 
way the small group meetings were handled, and was particularly 
i~pressed with the contribution of several members of his g roup , 
Dan Shapiro, Prof. Twersky, Prof. Gottschalk and Ha rr iet 
Rosenthal. 

Charle s repeated his concern about tachlis, when the Commission 
would be able to take decisions. He also brought up the question 
of how we could solve the problem ot funding -- when each or the 
!oundations had their own particular agendas. "Is there so:ne way 
we can all work together7° was a theme that he returned to 
several tines in this conversation as he has in previous 
conversations. 

I had met with Stan Urman the night bQfore and Stan suggested 
that we try an<l find a particular area of focus for Charles 
within the agenda of t he Commission where he could take 
leadership. I asked Stan whether he thought that a proper 
approach would be to ask Charles to chai r a group that would deal 
with the Israe 1 Experience and cor.,e up with a report on how to 
increase the number of young people and the ir:ipact of Israel 
pr ograms !or Jewish education in North America. Stan thought that 
was a very good idea . Therefore , at the meeting I asked Charles 
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what he thought about the · possibility o! taking leadership i~~t~h~~_::~ · · -• 
area o! the use of Israel as~ resource tor Jewish education. · He · 
broadened this to Israel-Diaspora relations (he was not clear as 
to exactly what he meant). He indicated that he was willing to 
take leadership in some area related to Israeli I might even say 
that he was a bit enthusiastic about the possibility. I mentioned 
that if he took leadership, I believed that: key members or the 
Commission might be willing to join with him to discuss this 
matter. Re thought that this was a good idea and worth pursuing. 

It was clear that Charles was looking for a way !or his interests 
in Israel to find an appropriate role within the agenda or . the 
Commission and yet for him to be able to keep his roundatibn's 
identity. 

I returned to the concept of how the Israel Experience could make 
a significant dit!erence in a community action site, and how the 
work in a coaununity action site could then be replicated in other 
communities throughout North America. He &eemed to like this 
idea, and indicated that he was ready to pursue the suggestion of 
a small group, tasktorce, Qtc. that he would lead or chair. 

Charles indicated that he wants to come to the next meeting ot 
the Commi&sion, was concerned about whether it might compete with 
the World Series. He !inished the meeting in prais<s of the 
Commission and the impact that it is having on its members and on 
the agenda of the North American Jewish community. 

2 
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REPORT OF INTERVIEW WITH BILL BERMAU .,_ 9/1.3/89 
CV JoA.J e>, o o c..H-E ~ 

BB 
l) 

2) 

cees: thEI work of the commission as having two focit 
identifying promising ways of dealing wllh Jewish identity 
issues -- this has large ly been done in the development of 
the materials thus far (though not in detail at the 
programmatic level) 
focusing dollars to implement these ideas 

This does not really reqoire anothe r major "study" o! Jewish 
education. 

The Co~mission•s role is to excite anct euucatc ~he lcad9r~hip who 
can make a difference, i.e. , individuals and foundations, and 
bring them up to speed. 

BB sees the implementation process as requiring that a pool of 
several million dollars be created which would be used to 
leverage leadership buy-in on the local level. A pool of $5 
million could be expended at $1 million per year for 
infrootructur" r1nci arants over a 7 - 8 year period. If the model 
was working, the funders could b e asked to contri~u~t oqoin to 
continue the process. 

Four or five key ~reas should b e selected, e .g., family 
education, campus work, t eacher training. The programs with the 
higl1€:st potential i n thP.fie are~s should be identified. Local 
s ources (federation a nd others ) shou l d ba approached w1th th~ 
offer of matching funds for a period of time to implement these 
programs. The programs should be monitored, and if they are 
successful, the local community should take them over . 

The Commission or successor rnui:.t be: in the local commlln itics to 
g~~ the puy-in ond should draw from what is being done in the 
field to find the high potential progt'~ms. rte role should h~ to 
stimulat~ the further development of such programs , but not to 
operate them. 

OB bclievos th~t creatinq new institutions to carry out t h e 
1mp1~1r,E:ntotion ie \.lromJ. · F.;deting i m;ti tut j ons a r e titarving for 
money and l eadership. 

The Commission has to be the funding arm and come up with the 
money to leverage community a ction . It may need a subsidiary 
with a small staf f to implement this, o r might put s uch staff 
into JESNA, which has the grass-roots links with the communities. 

The federations are looking t o make this happen. We should work 
with them to ide ntify the programs to be developed and the buy
in. 

Program monitoring should come from a non-denominational, non 
partisan source. JESNA i s the best possibility, or , i f the 



programs are Center-based, JWB. 

To eet &tandardG for programG to bo fund9d, rgpre~entatives of 
th~ funding 5ources should meet together with some experienc~d 
people in the field. The emphasis should be on funding programs 
that are working already. 

BB will not be at the next meeting (he'll be in Hungary}. He 
r9comm9nd~ that operational options to implement the overall 
concept of CAS be presented, and that there should be discussion 
about these. The key is to give the Commissioners who will need 
to come up with the money feel that they ore making the 
impl~mentation decision so that they will buy-in. 

Presnetation of position papers will bore many of the 
participants. They 8re interested in making something happen. 
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TO: Virginia F. Levi FROM: Henry L. Zucker DATE: 9/13/89 
NAME NAME 

REPLYING TO 
OEPAIHMENT/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

I interviewed John Colman on September 5 in my office to get the update on his 
views of the work of the Commission. 

He is very positive about the work of the Commission. He feels each of the 
meetings has been on target, and that the Commission has good momentum. 

We spent most of our time talking about the next meeting on October 23 which he 
plans to attend. He believes that we are ready to begin to consider the 
implementation phase of the Commission's work. He is much interested in our 
ideas on financing , which would put the financial emphasis on federations for 
the long term and on family foundations for the next five years . As the new 
president of the Chicago Federation, he will be involved in helping to guide 
priority-setting in the direction of Jewish education. 

Colman emphasized that federations like the Chicago federation, which have a 
heavy current financial obligation in the resettlement of Russian Jews in 
Chicago, are faced with a critical financial problem which will make it 
difficult to finance other important programs. He believes that the general 
problem of resettling Russian Jews faces a total American Jewish community 
which has not distinguished itself in arrangements up till now. 

Colman believes that a very important aspect of the Commission's work is to 
encourage research into the effectiveness of education programs. He believes 
that it is crucial for communities to evaluate what they are already doing in 
Jewish education to see whether organization for Jewish education can be 
improved, and whether some programs can be changed or given up in favor of new 
and better ideas. Evaluation of programs and accountability to the public 
should be high on our list of emphases. 

It is clear that Colman is an enthusiastic and thinking member of the 
Commission and will continue to be very helpful, both in the work of the 
Commission and in our implementation period. 

72752 (8/81) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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REPORT OF MEETING WITH DAVID DUBIN -- 9/19/ 89 
~'f Jo,J Wooc . .H €..I< 

DD b-=:lieve:c tli.:sl- t.J&<.: .i..mplementation pror:~~~ will r ~41.1ire s omg 
type of oversight board, probabl y s ma l ler than the c urrent 
Coromi ss i o n . 

There will also need to be n n act i on agen t , Ginc e exiGtjng 
agenc ie£ ma y not p ick up fast enough on who t needs t 0 L~ J une. 
Thi:, brokering ogency will need t o go i r.tv ~uinmuni t ies t o 
stimul ate activity. 

DD b e lieves that it is importa nt to begin the communication wi t h 
the communiticG. He favors develo ping o..n initial n\i,:nU uf 10-20 
PYi~t1nQ prnryr~m ~tratoaio~ . ThQ~G can bo i ntroduoc d to the 
communities, and additional ideas sol i c i t e d from them. These 
should be programmatic optio ns that re lat e to personne l and/ o r 
community. Example s wou ld be: an invit at i o n a l training program 
for top level comrnuunity l e adership ; a c o mmuni t y educators 
progra~; a resident scholar program. 

Icteas like these are needed to hnimate and il l us tra t0 what t h e 
Commiss i on i s trying to do. 

The Commiss i o n can suggest a comprehensive plouning p rocess b e 
undert a k e n, b u t must also give commun ities concrete programs that 
demonstr ate what outcomes might emerge. L~y leadcrG a r e turned 
o n b y s peci fi c initiative6 . We need to cell them by outl i ning 
t h e program. that might rei::ul t from ~ pl.:rnn i ng procc!:5:s. T he: 
proce3:s n l on~ 1 r. t.nn Vi'l1Jllf- rinrl r,~,,u.il. ,:- Tn H 1JrJ l t 1, .. ,n, commu n i tico 
may s a y that the y have been doing planning, so they don ' t need 
a n o t her process . 

DD will be ~t t h e next meeting. 

He suggests that it discuss: 
1. \Jhc'.1.t to do after the Commissjon? 1,1J,e1L lypc uf continu i ng 

st r ucture should exist and how sliould it relate to 
impl emen t.ltion? We ~hould t·0ach a d.::ci.:. 1011 vn l h is. 

2 . what do \.J'e offer to the communi tiE:s and h ow do we of fer it? 
just a plan ning process or specific ccrvi ceu and p rograms 
that are being recommended? 

3. how do we commun i cate with the communities if we decide to 
o ffer ne..., j n iti.:itivee ond p r ogt-omG~' how dv \-JO:: i:idc. k ct t hese? 

DD suggests t hat one page writeups of Gome speci fic projects, 
based o n t he pt-oble:ms w.-., hav~ id1::11L if icu anu meet lng identified 
needs , be presented t o the Commi ssioners. We could then take o ne 
i l lustrative project and show how the idea would be worked 
through fron conception to implementatio n. Thi~ would be a 
~ce-nar i o of a success stor y t o F-how whn t- i mpr1r.1· thP <:'0mmi c.:~ ion 
might have . 
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REPORT OF MEETING WITH DAVID DUBIN -- 9/19/89 
iy Jo,J Woo C-tl €. I< 

OD b<i::l ieve:c t:l1.::1t.. t.h<.: .i.mplementa tion pr(')c-:P.~~ will. t·~yu.i.ce somg 
type of oversight board, probably smaller than the current 
Commi ssi on . 

There will also need to be an action agent , since exiGt jng 
agencieE may not pick up f~st e nough on what needs t• L~ dune . 
Thi3 brokering ogency Yill need to gu i r,tu c..;u1nmunit i es to 
stimulate activity. 

DD be lieves that it is important t o begin the communication wi t h 
the communiticG. Ha favors developing an initial 1u~nu c,f 10-20 
P¥;~t1no prnor~m strnte~io~ . Th~~~ can bo introduocd to the 
communitJ.es, and additional ideas solicited from them. These 
should be programmatic options that relate to personnel and/or 
community. Examples would be : an invitational training program 
for top level commuunity leaders hip ; a community educators 
program; a reside nt scholar program . 

Icteas like these are neederl t.o trnimat~ and i llus trat0 what the 
Commiss ion is trying t o d o. 

The Commission can suggest a comprehensive plouning process be 
undertaken, but must also give communities concrete programs that 
d emonstrate what outcomes might emerge. L3y leadcrG are turned 
on by specific ini~ia~iv~s. We need to cell them by outlining 
the program~ t hat might r e~ult from~ pl~nning proccs5. The 
procc23 o1on c i r. t.no Vl'l(/11t=- ;w,rl l',.-,,11.11. ,:- . In c1ddit l on , communitico 
may say that they have been doing planning, so they don ' t need 
another process. 

00 wil l be at the next meeting . 

suggests that it discuss: 
\../hot to do nftel:" the Commission? wlae1L Lype o r continuing 
structure should exist and how shoul d it relot..c to 
implement.1tion? We ~hould 1-~ach ti d.::cii.iun un Lhis . 

2 . what do we o ffer to the communitiE:s and how do wa offer it? 
just a planning process or specific carviceu and programs 
that are being recommended? 

3 . h ow do we communicate with the communities if we dec ide t o 
offer ne..., jniti.'::itives ond p r ogrnrnG:' bvw dv w.:: lao.tk<!t. these ? 

DD suggests that one page writeups of Gome specific projects, 
based on t he p1-obl ems W<i:: h ave id~11l .if .i..t:<l an<l mccl ing i<lenti f iec1 
needs, be presented to the Commissioners. We could then take one 
illustrative project and show how the idea would be worked 
t h rough fron concept ion to implementation. This would be a 
~<;e-nario of a success story t.o fihow whnt impr\r-:1· thr> romrni -.:s; ion 
might have. 
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REPORT ON INTERVIEW WITH IRVING (YITZ) GREENBERG -- 9/19/89 
13y -.10"1 c.c>ooCH€~ 

YG still has some concerns about focusing almost entirely on 
action at the community level. With respect to personnel, e.g., 
thic could result in cannibali2ation -- one community 
etrengthenin9 i t~cl f ~ L Ll,c.: c.:xvc..:11:.;c uf ull1c1 t,; -- uolc:..:.; lhc 
underlying continent-wide issues are addressed. We must 
recognize the need for action at the national level to expand the 
supply . 

With rospgct to implementation of the CAS process , YG believes 
that JESNA ig t.hP. )ogic:r1l in,;t.rumP.nt, in pr1rt.nP.rf.hip wit.h t.hP. 
acade-mic in~t i tnt ion~. C:rP..-1t. i ng •" Amil 11 1 mp l P.ment.1 ng 
instrumentality j~ ~n opt.ton, P.ither ~~ f11lly 1ndependP.nt or 
attachea to JBSNI\ . :r C OIi lrnlt::!,lt::IIUt::IIL 111::.LL umt::11Lol lly 1::. l;L ~dlt::u, 
tl1trt will b~ an issue of how it relates to the existing 
infra~tructure . Will 1t h~VP thP nP~Pss~ry nPtwnrk~? 

YG remains concerned about the issue of how to balance the need 
for the implementing instrumentality to develop collaborative 
relationships with all the partners, and the need for it to be 
abl e to rock the bo~t wh<: n .imsl.ilul.iums tH:t! ,au l uv~rul.i11y ul Lli~ 
highest levels of excellence. This may be espe cially true with 
re3pect to the ~cligiouc inctitutionc, which are vital to the 
success ot the venture, but are often med i ocre to<1ay. The p erson 
at the top of the implementation process will have to set and 
maintain the Gtandard. 

With re:spect to the f ino. 1 outcomes of t.hc Commi9!3ion, YG sees in 
addition t o the report and act i on pl~n, Lhc need f o r a major 
funding initiative, announced at the Game lime. He agrees that 
the report should touch o n areas other t h a n community and 
JJ~L~v1111t::l, a , ,u 61,vul.:l .:.ol l vl"a ..::::01hmunitie:;; and .::.ther.s t.::. c-,.::t in 

t hese areas as well. 

He will not: be c1t the next meoting (he'll be in Israel). He 
bcli~ves th~t t he meeting ohou)d include diacusoion on : 
1 . the balance of emphasis between CJ\S .-ind national initiativ~s 

on pcrconn~l 
2 . the outline of the report 
3 . the fra1ncworl< for irnplementa t ion 
4 . dol l ars and how to achieve the impact desired 

He noted thut it i s importan t to b u ild a pool of inf vs.: '11.:1 L iu11 v11 
the beet of what i£ being dong in ordQr t o d g v glop a s en~e o f 
what are lhe standards of excellence to which we aspire. 

SEP .- .-. 
.:. ·-· ·=· ::, 



REPORT ON INTERVIEW ~ITH HARRIET ROSENTHAL -- 9/13/89 
ay Jo,J woo CJ/£(?._ 

n 
HR believes that we musl o gt·~'=! on a definition ot .. community" 

:)f!_ with respect to CAS. For her, "community" means a group of 
~ organizations linked to a Federation in a locality. This 

inc ludes the synagogues. This approach may not immediately 
include the unaffiliated, but they will enter in, if at all, 
somewhere through th.is system. 

HR is not in favor of spreading money around in a number of small 
research projects. She suggests pouring a sizable amount into 
QnQ CAS, where th~ lehdP.rs could really be stirred to action. 
The Aim should be to move a community to turn out really 9.Q.QQ 
Jewish education. The community chosen can't be in crisis, and 
can't be either too small or too large. 

Th~ Gommission should be the basic implementing tool. Groups 
should come in and meet with local leadership. This will get 
people thinking. If we have 11best models" available, we can help 
the community define what it needs to create a good educational 
~y~L~m, and then develop a funding match. 

The existence of the process will stimulate other communities to 
look at themselves. 

To deve lop substantive recommendations, we may want to send 
Commissioners into cornrnuniticc to eleicit thQir r ecornmendatJnnR. 
The report will then include what communities themselves are 
saying . 

HR also believes that one outgrowth of the Commission should be a 
computerized system to accumulate and access what we do know 
about Jew.i!:Sl1 ~dUC,'ltion to reduce gug~:;iwork. Thie: woul rl 1 nr.1 tidR 
statistical information, information about programs, etc, She 
sees this as located in JESNA with software to access the 
information made available to local agencies. 

For the next. 111~8t ir.g, she Gees the following ac key agenda i t(:ltns: 

updating the Commissioners on the progress of the r e port 
writing -- involvement is not really needed at this time 
a decision to continue the Commission, at least for a while, 
to monitor implementation 
a basic plan icn: t.li~ CAS proces:s -- t.lH:1:.·~ should not be 
RFPA; thP. r.omrnission shoul~ invite s elect ed commun ities t o 
be involved 
a decis.io,1 lu l"~<!tch out and eol ici t input from others "out 
there" -- need to begin to get their "buy-in" 
agreement that we are talking about communities, not a 
single de nominational sys tem, as implementing focus 

HR likes breaJ5 in9 into grou2s- The groups might be asked to 
formulnte criteria for the CAS. 

HR expects to be at the meeting . 

SEP 20 ' 89 I I : 12 
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RlsI'01nT OF INTli:11.VIEW WTTH RF.NN.t:'1".L' uu~uWITz; - ,;11/89 
?>Y Jo,./ W110CH€~ 

o'i Ll&vu~l,L th~ lau'=. h\Cloting W51Q i.rQ11 r.tr11r.turtid. with qood 
professional preparation setting the framework. 

In his mind, "community action" means: assi~t.1ng comrnunl\..les in 
funding the development of comprehensive educational plans, 
including new programs. 

One: of t:he koy questions is how will we ( 1. e., the Commission or 
whatever impleme.n~1ng mechanism is developed) have a role in 
r~uummending or approving n@w programs in the communities~ What 
will the validating process be? What will happen if the 
communities and we disagree about the merits of proposed 
initiatives? 

A second major concern he has is in the area of evaluation, 
espA~ially in light ot the areas -- personnel and community -- we 
have chosen to focus ou. Many of tha initiatives that. mny e:merge 
in communities will a.i.111 at long- term effects that are difficult 
to quantify. E.g., how do we measure an enhanced climate of 
community support: increased f ede ration a llocations? a better 
quality of leade rshi p on the BJE board: I f we are seeking to 
evaluate individual p rograms wi t h an e ye t oward replicability, 
this may not be eas y. 

What are the criteria f or success? How do we set a time frame if 
we are looking f or a l ong t erm e f f ect on per sonnel development 
and community climate? Will p eople be patient enough? 

Since the heart of impl ementation will be a fund ing process as 
well as encou rag i ng c omm~nity-wi de planni ng , we must be prepared 
to deal with these t wo i ssues . 

BY will b e at the next meet ing . 
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FROM: 

DATE: 

David Ariel, Seymour Fox. Mark Gurvis, Annette Hochstein , 
Stephen H. Hoffman, Martin S. Kraar, Morton L. Mandel, 
Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, Herman D. Stein, Jonathan 
Woocher, Henry L. Zucker 

V-i.rginia F. Levi 

September 25, 1989 

---------------- ... -- - ------------------------------- - - ---------------- ~•:s••- - -

Attached, for your information, are reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Seymour Fox and Arthur Rotman. 

1. Stuart Eizenstat 
2. Eli Evans 
3. Alfred Got tschalk 
4. David Hirschhorn 
5. Seymour Martin Lipset 
6. Cha rles Ratner 
7. Isadore Twersky 
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NORTH AMERICAN COMMISSION ON .JEWISH rn.A1lQN 

Date of Interview: 
Interview with: 
Interviewer: 

September 19, 1989 
Stuart Eisenstadt 
Art Rotman 

Location: Washington, DC 
Duration: One Hour 

Stuart Eisenstadt was full of praise for the staff work of the 
Commission. He had rarely participated in any meeting where the staff 
work was as thorough. 

As to the problems facing the Commission's successor, he identified 
relations with the synagogues and the denominations as the "toughest nut." 
From his experience the synagogL1.es are not only jealous of any non

nagogue entity but are even jealous of one another, and in his 
• y t conservative synagogues, for example, have not been 
' c ogether to operate a common school. as desirable as that 

• usly be. This is an indication of the difficulties that would be 
trying to get various groupings in the community to come together 

lvtlllVII Eisenstadt feels will be crucial to the success of the Commission. 
Eisenstadt is very intrigued with the idea of a Community Action 
He cautions that we should not spread ourselves too thin. Better to 

fewer sites but provide each one with the proper resources. This 
approach would call for no more than about three or four sites and not 
more. More than that would dissipate the funds and energies available so 
that we would end up just doing somewhat more of the same. Eisenstadt 
feels that it's not an incremental change that's called for, but a dramatic 
change which can only be made ossible by a concentration of resources. 

Washington would be ideal f r communit acuon sites. 
The current pres1 ent o e Federation is the past president of the JCC and 
is familiar with the Jewish educational thrusts, at the nursery school, some 
in the adult education programs and its day camps. In other words. the 
CAS, if located in Washington, w9uld be assured of a sympathetic voice at 
Federation. 

A problem locally, as he sees it , is that the Federation does not have 
the resources to be helpful. The campaigns have been flat, after ta.king 
inflation into account. This does not allow for any expansion or any 
increase of allocations to any of the func tional agencies. This has inhibited 
the development of creative programming. 

Eisenstadt understands very we1J. the catalytic mission of the CAS in 
each community. ~e thinks that the "carrot" approach could do wonders in 
bringing various elements of the community together. 

The Commission is on the right tra.ck in selecti ng personnel and 
community as its t~ts. He agrees completely and suggests that we stick 
to those targets for at least the first few years since success in these areas 
would enable other thing~ to happen. 
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NORTJI AMERICAN COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION 

Date of Interview: 9/14/89 
Eli Evans 
Art Rotman 

Location: Revson Foundation 
Interview with: New York City 

Duration: One Hour Interviewer: 

Evans had obviously prepared for the interview. He had asked me a few 
days before the interview for additional background material and it was 
evident from the discussion that he had read it and was familiar with the 
minutes of the last meeting. 

Evans had a number of what he referred to as "questions" but which were 
really points of disagreement. 

1. The governance of the "successor" to the Commission. He understood 
very well the necessity for having the mix of Commission members 
that we had including philanthropists, educators and academics. 
However, he was concerned that there seems to be an assumption 
that the work of whatever successor would emerge from the 
Commission would be composed in the same way. He thought that 
this would be disastrous. "Form follows function." In other words, 
the form that was suitable for the work of the Commission is not at 
all the form which should apply in the case of the "su<zces;or" as its 
function is completely different. Evans sees the fu~on as being 
one of creating new opportunities, ne_gotiating on a local and national 
l~l, etc. It 1s his op1mon that this can g§st be done by a small 
~d of no more than 10 to 12 people and the personnel should be 
picked "ad persona." Consideration of representing various points of 
view should be secondary. We should a~ involving ~ople who ' 

-, represent parucular interests and/or who are diplomatic in thc1F 
· vp,s. He suggests that MLM should convene a small group in 

consultation with some of the members of the current Commission,, 
but that, in his experience, one person alone making these decisions 
is the best route. He wouldn't necessarily exclude people who are 
currently members of the Commissio n but, on the other hand, he 
would also not be limited by the Commission roster. People should 
be selected "ad persona" whether or not they had been members of 
the Commission. 

2. Evans basically disagrees with the Community Action Sites as a 
s tarting point with a national entity almost as an afterthought. H e 
doesn't think that the Commission leadership, both lay and 
professional, reali ze how "tough" it is to operate in a local communjty 
on behalf of a foundation. He has had considerable experience in his 
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career in doing this and does not underestimate the difficulties. It is 
also, he feels, an "extremely e~pensive" way to go and would not 
provide in the long run what the Commission is after. 

The difficulties on the local scene could be anticipated. While many 
in the community leadership will be pleased that their community 
had been selected as a site, there would be many who would be 
negative. The local community would no doubt be asked to come up 
with a portion of the funding for whatever is needed. This, in itself, 
would cause resentment sjnce not all of it would be new money and 
some of it, at least, would be taken from existing community 
priorities. There is also a danger that the CAS would be seen as 
interfering. In his experience, too often, fo,undations or entities 
established by foundations operating in this area, no matter how 
skillful, are nevertheless seen as arrogant. It will require staff with 
highly honed skills of diplomacy to function in this arena and such 
staH would be difficult to locate. 

Evans discerns a premise in the Commission documents that a 
relatively short period of time would be reqllired for the 
Commission's successor to be effective. His own feeling is that we are 
talking about a much longer period of time, perhaps five to ten years 

d that this should be understood from the beginning. Whatever 4 

nding is provided should be ava1iable tor an exten<ied eriod of 
t me It is his ex.penence that too often "philanthropists ecome 
excited, provide funding for a year or two and then disappear. This 
would be fatal. 

4. Evans is of the op1mon ti11•iili8i•illiaiiiii has been paid ~ 
~ the "infrastructure" wh' · al level to 

((I). m a ·e t e ommunitv Action §ires yjf\ile. He mentioned training and 
~ t~ development of educational personnel, providing curricula, the 

• __ -:~velopmenc of new ideas, books, videos. etc. It is not merely a 
@~,tter of going into a local community and saying "ler's do the same 

~:t.o a little better." It is his opinion that there needs to be a radical 
+= reakthrou h on a national level of su ort for w atever i on 

~ local cvel. n a 1t:1on to t e eaucauona materials and training, he 
suggests making sure that educational personnel have the 

llappropriate salaries and fringes. Insurance, including retirement, 
disability, life insurance. etc., can be provided much more 
economically on a national level because of the economies of scale. 

A portion of whatever ~ are provided shQuld be earmarked for 
the development of a national communications program direS::.Zted to 
the home including approaches based on the latest audio-vi sual 
technologies. 
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Evans also suggested a~n~a:,:t~io~n~a~l~~~.:!!~~~~......,w.a.~.._~~~ 
and/or .. fellows" which, in a dition to training, there would 
prov1st0n for monetary awards and salary supplements. This, too, 
could be done best on a national level. ,._ 

5. Evans does not feel that enough attention has been paid to the scope 
,, M of funding which would be necessary. It is his opinion that providing 

i. ~ \~Ol'\ one or two million dollars per year would be a waste. The effon 
'\O'O requires the assurance of the availabUiry of at least $ I 0,000,000 to 

$15,000,000 per annum for a period of ten years. 

6. In a community, le!dership will be excited, particularly by ideas. 
They will buy a pacicage of personnel shortage and retention but• 
only if it is tied to the provision of new ideas~ new curricula, exciting 
video, etc. 

~:• : 

3 
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gott/2FOX-W 

THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH 1\MERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTBRVIEW OF COMMISSIONER 

1. 

2. 

COMMISSIONER: PROF. ALFRED GOTTSCHALK 

INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

,. 3. DATE: JULY 26, 1989 

4. SETTING: JERUSALEM 

5. SUMMARY: 

The meeting with Prof. Gottschalk began with his review of the 
third commission meeting. He thought the small groups had worked 
out very well and he teels that he had learned a great deal trom 
them. He believes that the meetings of the Commission are well
plannGd and that we are developing momentum from meeting to 
meeting. 

He thinks the Community Action Site is a 200d idea; he believes 
that thr IJE shouid be estahlis'fl~d; and Re feels ·that the issue 
of poli ics (£he denominations, etc.) will be resolvod when it is 
clear what our outcomes will be. 

He raised the issue of personnel and described how difficult his 
own situation (Hebrew Union College) is, both in terms of the 
small number of faculty available to carry out the training 
assignment and tho fact that the existing faculty is overburdened 
with so many tasks beyond the normal training and research 
responsibilities or professors. 

He reminded 
education i 
or J on 
oug t to in 
continued 

())J,,-W\ He has a conflict on the 23rd , but will try to partic.,pate. I 
.... l think that ff phone -ea.ti wo1.ud encourage him to p~rt1c1pate in 
4fi part of the meeting. 

Prof. Gottschalk suggested the poss ibi 1 i ty of coopera ti vc 
efforts, at least between the Conservative end the Reform. H" 
does not el irninate tho poseibili ty of the Orthodox joining in 
some cornrnuni ty l i ke Los Angelos, WhQre t h~y have a history of 
good relationships. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING C•:? THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW OF COM.MISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: MR. DAVID HIRSCHHORN 

2. INTERVIEWER: PROF. sr~MOUR FOX 

3. DATE: AUGUST 22, 1989 

4. SETTING: BALTIHORE, MD. 

5. DURATION: TWO A!,o A HALF HOURS 

6. SUMMARY: 

Mr. Hirschhorn participated in this meeting despite the fact that 
his wife had recently undergone surgery. 

I found David Hirschhorn's interest deepen with each meeting of 
the Commission. He raismi the question of the politics involved 
in establishing a Comnunity Action site. Mr. Hirschhorn is 
concerned that the federrtion i n many communities rnay pot be the 
a1tpropriate group to ead the bu1.lding of a Wal 1-to-wal f 
coalition. 

He quoted Bob Hiller who, despite his many years or association 
with the P'edera.tlon Mov..:11a::11L a.wl C.JF, ti.l<!Su q\16~ticne.d \Jhothor 
many federations are no\,· rg.ady to place Jewish education very 
high on their list of pricrities. 

Mr. Hirschhorn again indicated how important he thought it was to 
undertake serious e:•rluation as well as discussion about goals 
bafor0 we proceeded 00 £Mt. . 
I then began to discuss with him the r act that 1 t was our 
intention to try and convince various individuals or foundations 
to develoR areas such as evaluation, early childhood, etc. He 
t'tiougHt t at this was a OSry good idea and Indicated Ena~ he 
looked forward to discussing this with Hr. Handel. 

I left the meeting with the feeling that David Hirschhorn is 
someone who can play a very i mportant role in the f uture work of 
the Commission and any successor mechani&m. 

He will be attending the next meeting of the CommiGsion. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: PROF. SEYMOUR MARTIN LIPSET 

2. INTERVIEWER: PROF. S. FOX 

J . DATE: AUGUST 21, 1989 

4. SETTING: NEW YORK CITY 

5. SUMMARY: 

Most of my meeting with Prof. Lipset was devoted to the research 
design which I had sent to him before our meeting. He responded 
positively to all of the issues that were 6Uggested in the 
research design, but was concerne~ that we were leaving out the 
issue or the economics or Jewish education. He had participated 
in an Qarlier meeting with me and Pro!. Hank Levin {Stanrord 
University), where the possibility a& well as importance of this 
issue had been discussed. 

Prof. Lipset reminded us that there was one area missing from our 
work and that is the question o! the rnarKet. Xs he ~as ~entioncd 
at several Commission meeting& and In Rfe meetings with me, he 
claims that WA m1CJht to find out wbat tho Jcwa pf Ug;th Alnorica 
~ant from Jewish educatton: how many-are interested; and to what 
extent. If Jewish education were dramatically improved, how many 
more clients would be participating? He felt thl1t though our 
infornation is very meagre in this area, work could be done by 
doing a seco is o · t surveys, such a~ that were 
done inc rancisco and Los ngeles . 

/

I indicated to Pro!. Lipset that I would bring this matter to the 
~ attention of the senior policy advisors and we agreed to continue 

this conversation. He supports the idea of Community Action 
Sites. He raised the issue of the college-age where he feels that 

l 
we are miss in~ the bRat. He tallted abolit several successful 
H1.lfel Foundat ons and indicated that we ought t o look into 
whether or not these can be replicated, if sufficient funding and 
personnel were available. 

Prof . Lipset will be attending the next meeting of the 
Commission. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: MR. CHARLES RATNER 

2. INTERVIEWER: PROF. S. FOX 

3. DATE: AUGUST 24, 1989 

4. SETTING: CLEVELAND, OHIO 

5. SUMMARY: 

Charles is deeply committed to the work of the Commission and 
very much aware of the kind or problems that the Commission will 
face as it goes into Community Action Sites. His own experience 
in Cleveland has helped him understand the complexity. 

He reminded me of the importance of bringing the denominations 
into the picture as early as possible , as they are responsible 
for so much ot what actually takes place in education . 

He sees personnel as the key problem and is concerned that we may 
not be able to alleviate the problem i n the foreseeable future . 
He is not as optimistic as some or us are about the possibility 
of r ecruiting outstanding community leaders to work for Jewish 
education. Chuck wants to play a role in the future work of the 
commission and in any successor mQchani&m. I believe he could 
play an important role in interpreting the work of the Conun iGsion 
a s we begin to reach out to the community. 

~ 

Chuek ~as particularly int6r6etod in the quoetiGn cf tho t ~aining 
institutions and the role that they woul d play. He described what 
has taken place in Cleveland, where the college which was 
moribund, was turned around and is n ow playing a leading role in 
Jewish education. He projected from this experience the important 
role that the institut i ons like the J.T . S . A., Hebrew Gnio n 
College and Yeshiva University could play if t hey would be given 
the opportunity to build their education facilities to serve as 
l a r ge a population as possible. 

When I spoke t o him, he said he was planning to attend tho next 
meeting. I think another check ought to be made . 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH E:)UCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING ~F THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW OJI' COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: PROF. ISADORE TWERSKY 

2. INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

J. DATE: AUGUST 22, 1989 

4. SETTING: HARVARJ) UNIVERSITY 

5. DURATION: TWO HOO'RS 

6. SUMMARY: 

Prof. Twersky began the discussion by expressing his concern that 
this commission might not Achieve its full impact because of the 
lack of clarity about funding. I made it clear to Prof. Twer&ky 
that that's E;xactly what !1r. Mandel and some of the other members 
of the Commission were considering now and that everyone 
underQtood that thg purpo&e or thiR nnmmiARion wAa not merely to 
issue a report, but to d~al with implementation. 

Prof. Twerksy then desc?:ibed in very powerful terms the impact 
that he felt this cornlni6aion could have at this ti1ne . He believes 
that the report is of secondary importance, and what is needed 
are examples of success!lll Jewish education that can be developed 
in Community Action Sites. He also suggested that we should 
encourage succe6sful ectivities (best practices) in Jewish 
education that ore no-:.i.r in place. He indicated that he would be 
willing to participatt! in any successor me chanism to t!he 
Comrnis~ion. We diecusse<'.¼ a everal of the poccible ecenarioe. He 
believes that the Commission as a group has an important role to 
play in addition to any s~cessor mechan1Grn, an IJE, etc. 

He stated that he belie~~a that Mr. Mandel ought to remain in a 
leading position, for lt. is he who has managed to both bring 
these people together ar:d keep their noses to the grindstone. 

I believe that Prof. Tw~rsky wants to play an important role in 
the future work of the Commission . He will be attending the next 
meeting of tha commi&& icn . 
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NOTl::S ON MEET ING OF MOHT MANDEL WITH I SMAR SCHORSCH -
9/ :> :,/89 

Dl·. Schorsch was enthusiastic about assisting the 
Commission in reaching out to other constituencies within 
the Conservat ive movement. 

lie has established an "education cabinet" which will 
include key professional leadership from the United 
Syn«gogue, Solomon Schechter Principals Association, 
Melton Research Center, Jewish Educators Assembly , and 
Lltw Jc.wi~h Theologic.al s~minary. lt vas .:igreed thut Dr. 
Schorsch would invite MLM to apeak at the second meeting 
of this group, projected for late January or early 
Fcbt:uary. MLM's office will need to be in touch with Dr. 
Schorsch to arrange a specific date and time. 

Dr. Schorsch also offered to make contact with Rabbi 
1\J bert Lew is , Pre!,ident of the Rabbinical Assembly, to 
facilitate a contact from MLM. MLM asked him to hold off 
on tlli£ until a gf!neral approach has been worked out for 
contacting the rabbinic leadership of all of the 
h10VC:tn<?nts. 

Jonathan Woocher 
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September 28, 1989 

Attached, for your information, are reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Joseph Reimer. 

1. Jack Bieler 
2. Carol Ingall 
3. Haskell Lookstein 
4. Alvin Schiff 
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JOSEPH REIMER 9/ 25/ 89 

INTERVIEW WITH JACK BIELER 

1. Jack suggests that the upcoming meeting focus Eore on issues 
of action than research. Commissioners, he believes, care most 
about what concretely will happen as a result of the Commission 
and less about what the report will say. Therafor,e, he believes 
the focus on Conununity Action Sites -should be continued: what 
they will look like, how they will be selected, how many should 
be started, what timetable s hould be employed, what results may 
be expected, etc. He wonders if these CAS will all be general 
centers for Jewish education or whether so~e will specialize in 
one area and some in other areas or Jewish education. 

2. As to the papers commissioned, Jack hopes they will be 
written as popular pieces that break new ground; that lay p~ople 
will feel about them, "we have to read these": that they will 
generate a sense of excitement about possibilities. Ile also 
hopes they will not be blandly transdenominational, but will be 
~ulti-faceted and include different denominational perspectives. 
{He notes a n absence of an orthodox perspective among the authors 
and is concerned about i t } . 

3. As to the format of the meeting, Jack was disappointed t o be 
in the small g roup whose time was dominated by a few members. He 
thinks that s mall groups are a good idea if they have ~tronger 
l eadership and an ethic of fair play. 

4. Jack feels that as a Collllllissioner , he would liKe to have more 
input into the process . He thinks the idea of creating wor k 
groups or other smaller formats between meetings is a good one 
and still should be considered. He'd like to receive more regu
lar literature on what is go ing on between Co?nJnission meetings. 

s. Rabbi Bieler plans to attend on October 23 . 

., 



JOSEPH REIMER 9/20/89 

INTERVIEW WITH CAROL INOALL 

1. carol telt very positively about the laat Commission meeting, 
especially its action focus and use of small group format in which 
she felt freer to contribute. 

2. Carol would like to see at coming meetings a continued tocus 
on CAS and on implementation mechanism. She sees no eonfliet 
between supporting JESNA in what it already does in servicing 
Federations and communities and creating a more action-focused 
mechanism. 

3. As to the background papers, carol related most immediately to 
the one by Isa Aron on teachers. She'd find it very helpful to 
get more accurate data on teachers' salarie& and benefits; it 
would be useful in setting pay scales in Providence . She missed 
two possible topics among those proposed; best practices, which 
she thinks essential for planning CAS; and day schools. 

,. Ms. Ingall had the most to say, as a head of a successful 
bureau, about the role of bureaus and Federations in community 
sites. She is alarmed at the prospect of this Commission skipping 
over bureaus and working directly with Federations on Jewish 
education. understanding that the role of the bureau and 
Federation varies from city to city, &he is yet willing to hazard 
the generalization that orten enough, Federation and its leader
ship are not familiar with or col'lllt\itted to thQ detail work of 
running Jewish educational programs. She sees Federation 
attracting a different lay leadership than do bureaus, and 
Federations' leaderships' priorities are more global--and often, 
Israel and campaign-centered. While she agrees that this is what 
needs to change (and she is working on changing leadership atti
tudes in Providen9e), she also notes that there is resistance and 
it will take time. Her plea is that the Commission not be unreal
istic about the resistance and not be afraid to work through 
bureaus a nd Federations in cities where that is appropriate (often 
large, intermediate cities haVQ be&t working bureaus). 

s. Ms. Ingall plans to attend on October 23. 



JOSEPH REIMER 9/21/89 

INTERVIEW WITH HASKELL LQQISTEIN 

1. Rabbi Lookstein was pleased with the last meeting and with 
its emphasis on Community Action Sites. He hopes that we con
tinue with a clear emphasis on action. 

2. When I read to him the list ot 
concerned. Will these be academic 
they be more d'rash than halacha? 
continued emphasis on tachlis. 

papers commissioned, he grew 
in tone and sub&tance? Will 
He hopes not. He wants a 

3. Rabbi Lookstein was also concerned about conuni&sioner input 
into the papers. He wondered "what is there in our three 
meetings that will make these papers different?" Do they .grow 
out of Commissioner input? I stressed that the commissioners 
will have much input at this meeting and in reaction to the first 
drafts, that the final report will emerge from the commissioners' 
reactions to these papers. He reacted more favorably, but 
stressed the need for their not being only academic. 

4. Speaking of his own expectations, he said that he wanted the 
commission to give him a clear list of steps of what ought to be 
done, e.g., to increase the professional satisfaction of Jewish 
teachers. He'd like to be able to take these findings to his 
board and say, "Here is what we need to be doing to get these 
results." 

s. Rabbi Lookstein is planning to attend on October 23. 
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JOSEPH REIMER 9/21/89 

INTERVIEW WITH ALVIN SCHIFF 

1. Dr. Schiff believes that we should be continuing the focus on 
Community Action sites and he has much to say on the topic. He 
approved of the papers commissioned, saying that he'd like to 
have input into them -- especially the one by Walter Ackerman on 
Institutional Analysis. 

2. As to CAS, Alvin is convinced that is the way to go, that the 
action all starts locally. National agencies can provide 
services, but they have a secondary or tertiary relationship to 
the action itself, while the community 1& closer to the action. 

3. He had strong feelings about the denominations. our approach 
should be to work with the total community, which means that we 
show r8spect to the denominations, but not be bound by them. The 
commission has to create by its own vision and consult, but not 
see itself as beholden to particularistic interests. Bring 
denominational people on board to make sure their perspectives 
are represented. 

,. As to choosing sites, it has to be a community where people 
already know how to work together as a community across denomi
national lines. If we are speaking about personnel, the approach 
has to be generic and applicable across the board. The site 
should also allow for developing a comprehensive model which is 
replicable, so the community has to be somewhat representative . 

s. To make the CAS work, there needs to be created an independ
ent fund which is not tied down by political considerations. 
This fund could then be used in a CAS as a challenge to the 
community to come up with matching funds to support the projects 
specific to that community . 

6. As to the successor mechanism, Alvin envisions a new model of 
a foundation that does not give out grants, but works with its 
money to see that given projects are undertaken. He would envi
sion this foundation as engaging in research as to what could be 
done , giving seed money to start implementation and evaluate its 
success and then handing over the project to the local community 
and dissemination to JESNA. He believes JESNA and JWB can only 
be stimulated by an independent foundation whose purpose is to 
take the state of the art knowledge and make it work in a par
ticular site. 

7. Dr. Schiff is planning to attend on October 23. 
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September 27, 1989 

North American Commission on Jewish Education 

Meeting with Yeshiva University Chancellor, Rabbi Norman Lamm, on Monday, 
September 25, at Dr. Lamm·s office. 

~ence on Commission 
Dr. Lamm suggested that each of the three seminary. heads be accompanied by 
their senior staff person having responsibility for Jewish education. In the case 
of Yeshiva University, this would be Vice Chancellor Bob Hert 

Torah U'Mesorah 
Rabbi Lamm endorsed the idea of involving the Torah U'Mesorah Schools in 
the work of the Commission and its successor. He cautioned that we not try to 
bring up any ideological questions but rather the approach should be that our 
only interest is to see to it that, whatever they do, the Commission would try to 
assist them to do it better. 

Hasidim 
Each of the Hasidic movements has its own school and in some cases these 
are very large. These, too, should be involved in the process in the same way 
as the Torah U'Mesorah Schools. Al Schiff has contact with these schools. It 
was suggested that, a fter the October meeting of the Commission, the various 
heads of each of these Hasidic schools, or at least the larger ones, be brought 
together. At the same time, we could bring in other representatives of the 
Orthodox movement. such as the rabbis and synagogue groups . Rabbi 
organizations are the Rabbinical Council of America (RCA) and the Union of 
Orthodox Jewish Congregations. Such a meeting could be conve ned either by 
Mort Mandel as the Chainnan of the Commission, or Dr. Lamm would be willing 
to do so. Again, the theme here would be that we are ,.anxious to help." The 
total number at the meeting should be between ten and twenty. 

In response to Dr. Lamm's question, Mort Mandel described the work of the 
Cleveland Commission as a model of the Community Action Sites, which the 
Commission is interested in developing. This would require considerable 
funding and MLM was confident that it could be done. As to the Commission's 
successor, this could either be a continuation of the Commission, meeting 
perhaps once a year to oversee this devefopment, or a separate entity set up for 
the purpose . 

** TOTAL PAGF.~n? ** 
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RE: INTERVIEWS WITH COMMISSIONERS 
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In the spirit that Mort sets in our senior policy 
advisor meetings to share negative feedback, I think it wise 
to share an undercurrent of negative feeling I have picked up 
in some ot my interviews. This comes primarily from ,profes.:. 
sionals and represent& maybe seven conversations in total. 
But it is out there and we may encounter it at the meeting on 
October 23. 

Most broadly, I'd call it a feeling of Commissioner 
non-involvement. H. Lookstein ~ants to know if the research 
papers have any connection to Colllltlissioner input. A. Schiff 
wants to know whether he will be consulted on their content. 
J. Bieler wonders if there will be a format for his sustained 
input. A. Green wonders why we need the research. c. Inga11 - ·· 
wonders if her concerns about the place of bureaus and Feder
ations are being considered. J. Elkin wonders what happened 
to best practices. E. Evans calls to ask if I think anyone 
is listening to the points he raises, and whether they will 
make it into the rinal report. 

In all cases, I do my best to assure the Commi&cioners 
that people are listening and that feedback is a vital part 
of the process. Yet, in stepping back, I also hear a com
p1aint that may need to be addressed. 
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FROM: 

DATE: 

David Ariel, Seymour Fox, Mark Gurvis, Annette Hochstein, 
Stephen H. Hoffman, Martin S. Kraar, Morton L. Mandel, 
Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, Herman D. Stein, 

Jonathan Yoocher, Hlry -~-. AZucker 

Virginia F. Levi ~/ 

October 6, 1989 

Attached, for your information, are reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Jonathan Woocher, Joseph Reimer and Art Rotman. 

1. Maurice Corson 
2. Arthur Green 
3. Daniel Shapiro 
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REPORT ON INTERVIEW OF RABBI MAURICE CORSON - 10/4/89 

(conducted by Jonathan Woocher) 

Rabbi Corson is ske tical about the Community Action Si -
approac"n":-He bel eves at a strategy o se g o create 
broad-based change through what will essentially be pilot 
projects is flawed in several respects : 

1 . Since the CAS will rely on extraordipary resources, 
replicatioir In toftimunities lacking those resources and even 
con€inuat1dn in the CAS once the special resources are 
withdrawn will be difficult. He cites the failure of the 
Molton program in Columbus to be replicated or sustained as 
a reievant cautionary example. = 

2. I~lementing the CAS will apparently be seen as requiring 
the creation of a n"ew structure which is likely to be made 
pe~man~t. This will be un~ecessar1lY cost,V: an~ == 
d~plicative . If the CAS strategy is to be follo~d, he 
suggests ihat implementation be done through a special desk 
at JESNA. No separate, perrnanen! entity should be create<f':' 

He also believes that insufficient emphasis has been given to 
examin· · · tructures and how to seren then tfiem: JB'sNA, 
the denominational comm ssions and departrnen s, e ure us of• 
J~wish education. These are'the agencies which togetfier with Etre 
schools and ottier direct service providers are the delivery 
system (and will be so for the foreseeable future). Unless they 
are materially strengthened, the Commission will not have the 
desired impact .. 

MC feels that a 11messianic11 element has been creeping into the 
Commission's thinking. This has led to a shortchanging of many 
p intervention, e . g . , deve loping bette~ 

bene ac a es for teachers , int°2Pd i cg PflQSion _ 
a pens or profess~onal development, etc. 

~ 

In looking ahead to October 23, MC hopes we will come away with: 
1) a commjtment not to build a new bureauc racy 
2) a commitment to focus greater attention on and to involve 

directly the synagogue community and the campuses (an 
important l acuna in the Commission's work thus far) 

3) more attention given to how to upgrade professionalism and 
self- esteem of educators, which he sees as a national, not 
simply a local issue 

MC expects to attend the meeting on October 23. 



JOSEPH REIMER 9/27/89 

CONVERSATIONS WITH ARTHUR GREEN 

Rabbi ~r,een and I met during August and discussed the Commission. 
I called today to check in again. 

Arthur's main concern is with pacing. He admits to being 
impatie~t and new to this process, but wonders why the ~q:ije feels 
Slow-moving. As his colleague Prof. Twersky, Green be! i es 
t@fle&e'.ion is for academics and action should be the mode for the 
Cgm,missio~. He fully fav o and 
would like to see us ~,Hr its implementation 
reasonable criteria b ch sites could bes ected. He 

o avor se ng up , • mu p icit* o si es. He tears 
delay starting implementation, t e Commfssion will ~ 

lose momentum. He does not have much interest in discussing the 
final report or research papers. 

# Rabbi Green will attend on October 23, and was honored to be 
ll asked to deliver the d'yar Torah. 

:. ..: ..... 
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September 28, 1989 

Date of Interview: September 27, 1989 

Interview with: 

Interviewer: 

Daniel Shapiro 

Art Rotman 

Location: New York City 

Duration: 45 minutes 

North American Commission on Jewish EdUC&',tlOn 

Daniel Shapiro, New York City. Duration: 45 minutes 

Shortly before the interview started, Dan Shapiro had determined that it 
would not be possible for him to attend the next meeting. While he was 
still interested in providing his input, I could not help but detect less of an 
interest in the meeting itself, since he knew he would not be there. 

Continuing Mechanism 

· Shapiro recognizes that there should be a continuing mechanism to monitor 
and coordinate the efforts in the individual communities. At some point in the 
interview, he felt that the Commission should be that continuing entity, since it 
had worked so well up to now and since the group was so cohesive. At another 
point in the interview, ha felt that to do so would beto run the risk of creating 
another national coordinating agency, which would be duplicating the work of 
the exisiting national agencies. After discussion back and forth, he finally camg 

t I\ 
to the conclusion, which he would like to recommend to the Commission, that it 
continue, but meet only once a year in an "overseer" capacity. The actual 
responsibility for the coordination should be assumed by a separate operating 
entity with its own Board of Directors, with fewer members than the current 

~ Commission and associated with JESNA and JWB in the same way as the 
~ \ Commission. This operating board would meet perhaps three or four times a 
~ year and would have responsibility for hiring staff and for making ongoing policy 
"'F decisions. It would take guidance from the successor to the Commission and 

keep the "large overseer" Commission informed. 
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Community Action Sites 

~ 
The approach of having demonstrations in particular communities appeals to 
Shapiro. He suggested that we limi1 It to no more than two or, at the maximum, 
t11r.ae such sites. The incremental value beyond that number decreases and 
tner'e Is the risk of the entire structure becoming unwieldy. Care should be 
taken to provide a ~eofaphic spread so that the sites are not all concentrated 
•none area Consi er ,on should also be given to sjie of community, with at 
meast one site amongst the larger communltres, such as Boston, a"nd all2!ber in 
a ~-size community, such as Buffalo or Rochester. We should also t5e careful 
to Insure that there Is a s~read In relativ " . ion", avoiding the most 
sophisticated and develo commun ties and, on the other hand, avoiding as 
well those that are at the other ~nd of the spectrum In sophistication and 
development. There should be sufficient understanding and infrastructure in 
place so that the Community Action Site would not have difficulty In getting 
established; on the other hand, to select a community which had highly 
developed infrastructure would mean selecting a community which is atypical 
and difficult to replicate. Co~ide@HOQ should also be given to the potential for 
l~Lrqmmuaity financial su~rt, since he assumes that sucrf support would
be a requirement. 

Based on his New York experience, Shapiro suggests that we make every effort 
to in'[olve the Ortho9ox, even though this might be difficult. He was very 
interested to hear about the prospect of Mort Mandel and Rabbi Norman Lamm, 
convening a group of the Orthodox re the work of the Commission. Efforts 
should be made to involve all elements in the community, recognizing, of 
course, that it may not be possible to bring in some of the more extreme groups. 

Summary 

Dan Shapiro is very positive about the.work of the Commission. He feels that it 
is an excellent group and is pleased to be a part of it. He thinks that the 
potential for making a major breakthrough is there but cautions that there is a 
great deal of difficult work before this can be achieved. 

2 
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TO: Virginia F. Levi FROM: Mocton L. Mandel DATE: 10/10/89 

REPLYING TO 
NAMC N A M r 

O ( PARTMEl\llfPLANT L OCATIO N OCPA '=l I MC N I /l'LAN1 LUCA l ION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

This will sunmadze a conversation I had with Dr. Fred Gottschalk in New York 
on Septenber 29. We met for lunch, and were together from about 12:30 to 2:30. 
During that time, •I brought Dr. Gottschalk up to speed on the activities of the 
Ccmnission, and he was quite interested. Regrettably, he will not be able to 
attend our meeting on October 23, because that is the same day as an all-day 
meeting of his Board. 

The general thrust of our discussion was how we best could interface the Rabbis 
in the movement, particularly with regard to those who are interested in the 
Jewish educational aspect. 

At the outset of our discussion, Fred felt that we were doing pretty well 
working with him, but as the conversation progressed, he agreed that it might 
make a lot of sense to convene a group of about ten, who would represent the 
various aspects of the reform educational apparatus , as well as the appropriate 
members of the r:abbinate. This work group would, of course, include Rabbi Dan 
Syme. We agreed that such a meeting would be held most appropriately in December, 
January or February, and that he and I will coocdinate as to when we would do 
this. 

Essentially, this meeting would be an opportunity to bring this gcoup up to date 
with regard to the Corrmission, and also give them the opportunity to input their 
ideas to the C0Im1ission. It was hoped that, by this connection, we will at least 
get them feeling that we are concerned with their reactions, and want to enlist 
their assistance. 

As a further idea, we thought it might make sense for me to contact Rabbi Alex 
Schindler directly, in view of his leadership position with the Union of American 
Hebrew Congregations. 

Fred was extremely supportive of the Conmission work, and wants to do everything 
he possibly can to facilitate our objectives. He is solidly behind all that we 
are doing • 

72752 (8/81 ) P RI NTED IN U.S.A. 
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David Arnow 

Bill Berman 

Jack Bieler 

John Colman 

Suggestions of Commissioners 

Extracted from Interview Reports 

June 15 - October 18, 1989 

Use Jewish education as a means for federations to 

revitalize their mission; beware of perpetuation of 

the status quo. 

Reorganize programmatic options by "client groups." 

Use existing institutions to implement Commission 

recommendations. 

Research sh~uld generate excitement and represent 

different denominational perspectives rather than 

trying to be "blandly transdenomi.national." 

Consider regular communications with commissioners 

between meetings. 

Encourages research into the effectiveness of 

education programs; evaluation and accountability are 

critical. 
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Maurice Corson 

Stuart Eizenstat 

Eli Evans 

Carol Ingall 

Seymour Lipset 

Page 2 

Important to engage synagogues and their 

supplementary schools in the Commission process. 

Examine existing structures and how to strengthen 

them. 

Consider Washington D.C. as a community action site. 

Board of successor mechanism should be small, 

selected "ad persona", and not be representative of 

interest groups. 

A national entity should oversee the community action 

sites and beware of offending local communities. 

Consider providing insurance through a national 

body. 

Consider development of a national communications 

program directed to the home. 

Do not ignore bureaus in working through feder ations. 

A market survey, perhaps in the form of a secondary 

analysis of existing surveys, should be conducted 

about the potential clientele for Jewish education. 
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Haskel Lookstein 

Chuck Ratner 

Harriet Rosenthal 

Alvin Schiff 

Ismar Schorsch 

Page 3 

Seeks a clear list of steps to increase professional 

satisfaction of Jewish teachers. 

Encourages early commissioner input into research 

papers. 

Bring the denominations into the picture as early as 

possible. 

Select one representative community to serve as a 

communiey action site. 

Establish a central computerized system for data and 

information about Jewish education. 

Show respect to denominations , but do- not be bound by 

them. 

Successor mechanism should be a foundation which 

conducts research, gives seed money, and evaluates 

programs. 

Establish a mutual fund of $100,000,000 for Jewish 

education in North America. 

Establish a foundation to distribute funds. 
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Daniel Shapiro 

Isadore Twersky 

Bennett Yanowitz 

Page 4 

Important to involve the Orthodox in this process. 

Use Community Action Sites to encourage best 

practices. 

What are the criteria and time frame for success? 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

TOWARD THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

COMMISSIONER: 

INTERVIEWER: 

DATE: 

SETTING: 

DURATION: 

SUMMARY 

OCTOBER 20, 1989 

MRS. MELTON' S HOME 

TWO AND A HALF HOURS 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

FM began the discussion by suggesting that criteria for 
implementation, in particular for the selection of Community 
Action Sites, be established and presented to the Commission. 
She warned, however, that in establishing crite_li¼a we should 
beware to include the mid-west, the west coast and,...~outh -- lest 
they be left out of the phase o f implementation of the 
Commission's recommendations. 

Best p r actice should be looked at seriously for programmatic 
options. This will require research i nto what exists and what 
works effectively in the field today (see many examples in 
JESNA' s The Pedagogic Reporter). Preparatory research is crucial 
for the success of implementation and for establishing 
credibility. We must assess the current training and establish 
professional standards of recruitment if we want to help 
communities solve their problems . 

Community Action Sites: we are assuming that communities are 
ready and waiting for the Commission to hand them the ideal model 
for Jewish education. We cannot try to impose our ideas on a 
community. Communities must want and initiate the work. Then 
they must realize that we are available to work with them and 
help them solve their problems. The initiative must come from 
the community. (See Syracuse (Louise Zachary] as a good example 
of a community planni ng process . } 

The plan for a Community Action Sites must include a well 
defined budget so that the community knows exactly how much it is 
going to cost. Communities will not be willing to commit to an 
undefined investment. The federations have to be brought into 
the funding of Community Action Sites. 

1 
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Continuation: The Com.mission should establish an advisory body 
with broad exposure and involvement in Jewish education . An 
appropriate professional leader and team should serve as the 
address to which communities could turn if they are interested in 
improving the quality of their Jewish education. Each community 
will have to determine their own highly specialized needs and 
initiate the process. 

Funding and First steps: FM believes that the Commission or 
interested private foundations should undertake the initial 
funding of the first steps: that is the preliminary research, 
improvement of training programs, a professional national 
recruitment plan and the hiring of a professional leader for the 
mechanism. CJF should appeal to the local federations to get 
involved in the funding of scholarships to training programs -
perhaps through endowment funds or foundations in their own 
communities. The local communities should make an annual 
allocation to a national scholarship fund . 

Because the federation leadership in each community changes every 
year or two, it is important to establish a continuous process 
for educating new leadership -- a systematic national effort for 
leadership training and goal-setting. She is concerned about the 
lack of coordination among all of the national organizations 
(B'nai Brith, etc.) and the work of the Commission. 

In the area of personnel, FM sees retention as the most complex 
issue. She ,cited the need for establishing a salary scale 
according to training/degrees as a way of encouraging teachers to 
continue their education. She stressed the need to create more 
full-time jobs for educators so that communit ies could make 
optimal use of thei r talents. She suggested the establishment of 
a professional commercial placement firm for Jewish education and 
for communal services. 

With regard to research, FM believes that short--tenn and long
term goals need to be established, with the short- term research 
providing the basis for action and the long-term being a system 
of evaluation of what the communities implement. 

FM questioned how the mechanism will facilitate strategies on the 
continental level and in Israel. She is concerned about the 
notion of the mechanism telling training institutions, and others 
what11~~~as with communities, the initiative must come from 
the .i::-Ft • l:.Bs. They must turn to the mechanTsm with specific 
requests for assistance. 

2 
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FROM: Virginia F. Levi 1J11.. 
DATE: October 26, 1989 

Attached, for your information i 
Koschitzky conducted by Joseph.Re~ a report of an interview with Henry i.mer . 
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~U·+-irt 
Mr. Koschitzky was glad to mee ave the o~portunity to(]'' 

speak about the Commission. He is clearly heavily involved in 
and thoughtful about Jewish education. 

1. While he favors the community action approach and 
believes the Conunieeion should set its own olear priorities and 
rind communities with developed infrastructures and starts in 
those priority areas, he has questions about funding. Who, he 
wonders, will be willing to fund efforts in someone else's com
munity? He can see · ke 
X,eshiva Un vers y, but not pro ec s 

4 z 
2. He believes it appropriate tor the Commission to main-

tain a focus on pe.raonnel which is, he thinks, the most pressing 
generic problGm in Jewish education. Yet, baaed on his Toronto 
e>eperience, he wonders how to overcome the economic disinoentives 
of living on an educator's salary. He realizes that universities 
do overcome these disincentives, but can schools? He thinks we 
sh ld seriously consider - especially for day schools - setting 

a more extensive shaliach system in which we invest in the 
raining and economic we ll-being of ~sraeli educators who, as 

part of their careers, would be placed for a 5-year teaching 

~ 
shlichut in a North American community. He has thought through a 
possible way to structure such a program. He is not optimistic 
about developing a ~ufficient number of native No~ Amr ric~ ~~---
J~wi&h ~ducators . ~vJl,~().,,~~(,-ol[ __ 

~ ~~ ~ r~~s~J a Jewish 
education program ;t J~rk University 1n Toronto. He wonder& it 

~

this is a good idea, or whether we ought not to invest more 
;t,. heavily in existing pr2srams in the u.s. which are currently 

undertttiJJ(!ld in their xpeHlse of training 5ewish educators . _. 
4. Mr. Koschitzky reminds me that in this conversation, 

when he speaks of Jewish education, he $s primarily thinkin! o! 
day school education. He believes th"i& to Be an ongoing di emma 

~or the ewtssion: that the impressiye members of the commission 
come with their own agendas and tend to refer back tothtm. In 
the third meeting, afterthe focused discussions in small groups 
about CAS, he was surprised to GQe people in the plenary refer 
back to their previous agendas. 

s. As for any continuation ot the Commission after June, 
1990, Mr. Roscbitzky believes it will depend on the projects 
initiated. Ho prQdictc that they will appeal to certain commis
sioners more than othars and those will wiah to continue involve
ment. Perhaps the whole body can reassemble on occasion to hear 
reports on those projects. But it will work better to have an 
ongoing group th~t is smaller and more homogeneous in tocus . 
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November 27, 1988 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

Towards the Second Meeting 

Interviews of Commissioners 

1. Collllnissioner; Rabbi Irving Greenberg 

2. Interviewer: Annette Hochstein 

3. Date: 11-28-88 

P .2/ 4 

4. Spirit: so~ewhat skeptical, though willing to be brought on 

board (he did not attend the first meetin9) 

5. setting: a Jerusalem home 

6. Duration: l hour 

7. Commissioner's currant stand: 

A. Personnel: very important, but skeptical ·about the 
I 

Commission's ·ability to undertake it at the macro level. Rather, 
t 

thinks we should deal first with senior personnel or first with 

personnel tor a specific type ot program e.g. personnel for early 

childhood. 

B. The community: skeptical about the ability ot the 

commission to undertake at this time as vast a project. Also 

unclear about what it would maan. Concern that it might take away 

much needed funding from programs. Would prater a micro approach. 

c. Programmbti~ option&: probably prerers these. 

l 
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8. summary: 

The first part of the meeting was used to bring I.G. on board as 

to the first meeting of tha Commission, the responses, and the 
' process since. We went through the materials of the first meeting 

(which he recalled having seen) • I described the meetings, the 

dynamics, the responses. From there we went on to discuss the 

current materials . We went through the document and I. G. mad& 

some specific comments about specific options (he read quite a 

few of them) • 

overall he had the tollowing objections: 

l, He tel t that the staff was in ~act presenting a strong 

recommendation and t hat this would be the decision. He· expressed 

skepticism at both the personnel ~nd the community options - not 
• 

on the grounds that they are not important, but on the grounds 

that dea·1ing with problems at the mac:ro level may not be all that 

feasible. Rather th~n take on the major issues, have the 

toundationu deal with more manageable and more limited options or 

part ot options. He conceives ot dealing with parts of personnel 

and parts of th• oommunity. He would really choose micro projects 

over major undert~kings. 

I fouhd it ditticult to breach the gap in his understanding ot 

the Commission, the process, the extent of representation, the 

private communal aspect ot the Commission. It was important that 

2 
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. , 

the meeting took place because some of the perceptions could be 

corrected, however it would be necessary for him to actually see 

the Commission in action in order to get a good sense of what it 

is about. 

At the level of specific remarks: he suggested that for 

supplementary schools when ought to try model school5, In the 

part on alternatives, he suggests that we left out the 

possibility for specifio alternatives within the fraraework of the 

existing 5Upplementary schools, tor example: all-weekend 

activitiQs and all-summer sessions etc. Rabbi Greenberg telt 

that the community problem or dealing with the colilJnunity would 

only have a limited impact on what is going on - ha also, found 

the definition !uzzy. When I raised the question of increasaed 

funding and suggested that perhaps one of tha goals night be to 
J 

double the funding for Jewish education, he said tha.t this was a 

questionable goal given thAt th• existing programs arG ao 

ineffective. Thoush friendly throughout, the underlying tone was 

one of a fair amount ot skeptisicm, and the expression of 

specific interests rather then general ones. I believe he really 

wants an invol vemant at the micro level, probably in some 

specitio programs. 

3 
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January 3, 1 990 

A report on interview with St~art Eizen~tat, member of Commission 

Interviewer: Art Botmaa 

The interview had to be by telephone because of the difficulty of dovetailing 
schedules. Duration: Half-hour. 

Stuart Elzenstat is very impressed with the work of the Commission and 
intends to attend the next meeting. However there is a 50/50 chance that he 
will be in Israel at that time, so that his indication of attendance is, at this 
time, only tentative. He will be in a better position to know as we get closer 
to the Commission meeting . 

.E.ufil:[. Stuart came out very strong on the need for the establishment of a 
large fund of several million dollars to be available for the implementation of 
the work of the Commission. He's of the opinion that there is a great deal 
that needs to be done both on a national level and a local level, if the 
recommendations of the Commission are to be effected. The availability of 
such a fund (the number of $25,000,000 was mentioned), would allow the 
focusing of a sufficient mass of resources which would be essential if there 
was to be any kind of significant change. 

Community Demonstration Sttes. Stuart suggested that if four or five sites 
are selected that each be asked to demonstrate a different aspect of Jewish 
education, in addition to demonstrations in the area of personnel and lay 
leadership involvement. He suggested as examples: 

- Early intervention/pre-school 

• Adult education 

- Day schools 

- Supplementary schools 

Hopefully, the demonstration sites will provide a "measurable" result of their 
· efforts. In many communities there are, at this point, baselines for 
comparison. In others, we would need to develop such baselines. It's only 
by comparison of these baselines from one year to the next , or over a period 
of time, that we would be able to determine any success. 

• 
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Stuart asked whether there would be any central mechanism selected in 
each community to be the prime mover. Ha was satisfied that it might be 
somewhat d ifferent in each community but that the Federations could play a 
key role. 

Stuart stressed the need for accountability. Each community should have a 
line of responsibility to the central overall national entity for this 
accountability . 

It would be necessary to get a commitment from the local community that 
they are seriously interested and will provide, in due course, the necessary 
funding. One way of doing this might be to provide an incentive. For 
example, if we wanted to end up with four or five sites, we would select ten 
or twelve. In each community the approach would be that the final selection 
would depend on the Indication of community support. This, of course, 
would assume that there is a sufficiently large pool of funds available 
nationally, which could then be funnelled into the communites to act as an 
incentive. Stuart thought that it would be very d ifficult for the Federation to 
provide funds out of its campaign. He pointed out that in Washington, where 
he is president of the JCC, he has just received a letter from Federation 
indicating that the allocation to the Center would be five percent less than 
the previous year, which, with inflation, means in effect a ten percent cut. In 
the face of such cuts it would be difficult to get Federations to project that, 
even in a tew years, they would be in a position to provide the necessary 
resources. However, these resources might be obtained from other large 
givers , depending on the success of the efforts in lay leadership 
involvement. 

Natjona! Entjty. Stuart feels that there needs to be a continuation of the 
Commission. The composition of the Commission is just right and it is so 
unusual to get such a diversed group to be so involved that it would be a 
shame to give it up. Meetings could be held once or twice a year. 

The key to success would depend not only on the continuation of the 
Commission but on a small core of professionals of top quality, who would 
staff this entity. Staff with credibility in the communities who could act as 
catalyst, monitors, evaluators, etc. would be crucial. 

2 
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INTERVIEW WITH JOHN COLMAN 
ON JANUARY 10, 1990 
BY HENRY L. ZUCKER 

I met with John Colman on January 10 to bring him up to date on Commission 
developments and to prepare him for the February 14 meeting. He plans to 
attend that meeting. 

We talked largely about the community/financing aspects of the 
Commission's work. I was especially desirous of getting his views about 
federation participation in the implementation work. He is particularly 
well qualified to discuss this because he is currently the president of 
the Chicago Federation. 

We agreed on the following points: 

1. Our report should not leave the impression that money alone will cure 
the problems in Jewish education. Certainly throwing money at these 
problems does not assure success in overcoming them. However, it is 
clear that substantial new funds will be needed for improvements which 
will be identified in the Commission's report. The Commission and the 
implementation mechanism needs to point the way to how to raise these 
funds. 

2. The key financial resource for Jewish education will no doubt remain 
the institutions which sponsor Jewish education through tuition and 
their own fundraising efforts. Their support of Jewish education will 
not be replaced by federations and foundations. Rather, the latter 
will complement the funds supplied through tuition and through 
institutional resources. 

3. There has been a sea change in the attitude of federation leaders 
toward Jewish education. A generation or two back, federation leaders 
were on the whole indifferent t ,o Jewish education and some even 
antagonistic to it. Important supporters of Jewish education in 
federation circles were few and far between. Now, federation 
leadership generally understands the importance of Jewish education 
and supports it. This has not been automatically followed by greater 
federation financial support for Jewish education, or by general 
participation of top leadership in the education enterprise. However, 
Jewish education is higher on the priority list for federation 
financing, and some top leadership is getting into Jewish education. 
The trend toward greater federation support from its operating funds 
and greater participation by top community leadership is s.omething 
which needs to be encouraged at the present time and, if it is pursued 
vigorously, will probably bring substantial results. 
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4 . At this time, it will be difficult in most federations to increase 
rapidly the support of Jewish education from operating funds. This is 
because annual campaigns are flat and there are other important claims 
on campaign funds. At the present time, for example, there is the 
special need for large sums for the resettlement of Russian and 
eastern European Jews. 

It is not unreasonable, however, to expect that there will be a 
gradual increase in support of Jewish education from normal federation 
operating funds even if this must come at the expense of other 
beneficiary agencies. For example, it is more logical to grant 
additional funds for local Jewish education than it is to send money 
to the Jewish Agency which in turn, devotes it to Jewish education in 
America. 

5. At least a dozen cities now have special committees or commissions on 
Jewish education, doing locally what the Commission on Jewish 
Education in North America is attempting nationally. As these 
communities get to understand the need, and spell out necessary 
improvements, they are likely to find the funds which are needed to 
improve the field. 

6. Many federations have a substantial new source of funds in the form of 
endowments, which can be applied to Jewish education. It is easy to 
overestimate the amount of money currently available from these funds. 
Nevertheless, there is a substantial amount already available from 
this relatively new resource and a strong likelihood that this amount 
will grow rapidly. These funds, especially if they are leveraged with 
other federation funds and with funds from private foundations and 
individual donors, could form a nucleus for funding improvements in 
the field. These sources are especially important, because they can 
produce money fairly rapidly to get some of the improvements 
inaugurated while federations are gearing up to take greater 
responsibility over the long pull. 

7. A few communities have already begun to face the funding problem by 
raising new funds or projecting new funding efforts by a combination 
of federation increases from operating and endowment funds, and 
appeals for funds from private foundations and families which are 
concerned with Jewish continuity and are interested in Jewish 
education. These initial efforts indicate that these efforts can be 
successful. 
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NOTES ON MEETING WITH DAVID DUBIN - 1/10/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

Jan .11, 90 10 : 18 P.02 

DD appears comfortable with the progress of the Commission. We reviewed the draft 
recommendations In each of the areas. 

1. Community and Funding - 00 fcclG th.it h::iving cood monoy available to provid9 a 'jump 
starr will be e<itical to Inspiring communities to engage In the process of leadership 
Involvement and developing local funding. 

2. Personnel - DO emphasizes the Importance of providing personnel with the opportunity to 
upgrade their skills within the framework of the 0<gani2ations and institutions within Which 
they are already working. He was very enthusiastic about the idea of organizing a national 
recruitment campaign. 

3. Programmatic Areas - DD felt 1t was not clear hOw these should be dealt with. Presumably 
they wlll be addressed in the context ot tne Community Action Sites and other local 
initiatives. He asked what the role of the Commsslon and implementing entity would 
actually be vis a \'ls programmatic areas. Would the Implementing entity wor'k with 
communities that are not community action sites? He understands the desire not to be 
limiting. but feels that limits. will have to be set on what is done or the whole pror.P.~c; will 
become too unwieldy. 

4. Research •. no comments 

s. community Action Sites - OD feels that the question of who will estabflsh critorla for 
selection Is important. He befieves that the Commission itself should address the issue or 
cfrtQria, and not leave it entirely for the implementing entity. He suggp_c:;tP.c1 :o.ucil factors as: 
1) relative absence of turf problems; 2) strong federatlori-.:t9c,ri~y r~h:1tiu,1s; 3) & 

demonstrated passion for Jewrsh education; 4) a tra~k record of innovation. 

G. Implementing Cntity - OD asks wheth8' the lmplcmonting entity will bo o&tsbllstled ' in 
cooperation with" JW6, JESNA, PnQ CJF, like the Commission Itself. What does 
"independent• mean? He feels that there needs to be discussion of the composition of the 
Board of the Implementing entity. Who wm be represented? He also foels that there will 
need to be a smaller working group to guide Its d~ to day Op(lrations (my comment: like 
the Senior Poficy Advisors?). He was not especially enthusiastic about the Idea of 
continuing the Commission Itself, but agreed that In view of the investment of tho 
Commissioners, meeting once a year to receive reports might ba worthwhile. 

In general he fart that the recommendations represented a good effort to focus something which is 
global In Its dimensions. 

He wm probably not be at the February 14 meeting because of a conflict with the JCC Executives 
Institute. 
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NOTES ON MEETING WITH YITZ GREENBERG -- 1/18/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

Yrtz Greenberg expressed his re~ret at not having been able to anend several of the Commission 
meetings due to his travel sc:hAdu1A. However. he has been following thg proce~ through tho 
minutes and our discussions, and remains committed to the endeavor. 

I reviewed with him the draft of recommendations. 

1. Community and Funding - VG supponE,d th-:, di1~<,;liu11 ul the recommendations. He as1<eC1 
whether a pool of funds would be available, and I explained how we envisioneel the process 
wnr1<ino (i.f.\., •seit sslcles• from several found.1tions:;), He agrood that thi~ w~ g reasonable 
way to proceed. 

2. Personnel - YG was fully supportive here as well. 

3. Progr.irnmatic Arena.s •• YC e)(preeeed eone~m th.ii th& coor'di1'1t1liur1 / ~ttrvlclng of work It, 
these areas would be too much for a small staff to do. He also felt that retreats and retreat 
centers deserve attention as a separate category for development, both as a way of 
upgrading m~ny of the othor programmatic areas and as an espeicially l1iipadful ttc.lucatlonal 
experience (analogous to the Israel experience or camping). 

4. Research - YG was pleased that the importance of this area was being recepogni?ed. 

5. Community t,ctjon Sites -- YG agraAA on thi~ as a vruu~ble strategy for chis,,g". Hi:, prvfor& 
a broad definition of what may constttt..!te a CA$ (i.e., a whole r.omnunity, a set of local 
Institutions working on a specific programmatic area, a group of collaborating 1nstltutions 
crossing local bounda,ies). He believes that the concept of funding initiatives through 
matching grants Is Important He would like to see incentives built in to encourage cross
denominational activity. He is not concerned about Who sets the criteria for selection of 
CAS (the Commission or the implementing mechanism), since he thinks good pfOfessionals 
will come up with the same basic Ideas. 

6. !mP.18,!'!lenting Entity -· YG believes that to do compP.tP.ntly RII the tasks anvisioned for tho 
Implementing Entity would require a massive staff. He Is concerned that If the implementing 
mechanism Is a substantial one, Its institutional relationships, especially with JESNA. will be 
p,oblernatie. He thinkr. the qu6tlio,, or liuw 111() Qn\lty wlll affect existing nro11niTr1tions nooas 
review, since he sees a potential for diversion of resources and other negatiVe Impacts. He 
asks why a number or the functions envisioned could not and should not be done by 
JESNA. In general, he was least happy with this element of the recommendations and 
Indicate~ that hA mi:iy wish to write separately to expreis. his concerns. 

With regard to the future of the Commi&slon ltcolf, he foolo that no ,serious oversight can be done 
by a body that meets onoe e year. However, bringing the Commission back together perlodlcally 
when a apeclal ~on cxit.t!i, o.c a way of keeping the Involvement of some or the key plc1ytm:1, may 
be useful. 

YG did not have his calendar for February and was unsure whether heuwould be available on 
February 14. I suggest checking with hi& socrct:.1ry. 
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Date of Interview: January 16, 1990 

Interview with: Daniel Shapiro 

Interviewer: Art Rotman 

January 1 7, 1990 

Location: New York City 

Duration: 40 minutes 

Daniel Shapiro had a number of questions which he hopes will be answered 
by the draft of the final report and/or by the discussion at the next Commission 
meeting. 

lmplementati9n Mechanism 

• Would the mechanism be connected with any one organization or 
• would be it be freestanding? Dan's own opinion is that it would be 

better if it were freest~nding, which would give it the independence it 
needs. The only drawback he sees is that there would be the fear in 
some peoplets eyes of establishing a new national agency. Snee it is 
intended that the staff be small, he does not see this as a realistic fear. 

• What will the governance of the new continental entity be? Dan would 
lean: towards having two separate lay groupings. One would be a 
grouping similar to the current Commission with that kind of 
representation. The actual day-to-day operations would be overseen 
by a much smaller Board, which would include, perhaps, no more than 
about ten people, plus representatives of CJF, JESNA and JWB. The 
larger group could meet about once a year and a smaller group as 
necessary. Since much of its function would be as overseer, it might 
be called a "Board of Overseers". 

• W~at authority would the new entity have in its relations with the 
demonstration communities? Dan apknowledged that, in view of the 
fact that funds would not be available for dispers~I. the only "clout" 
would be "moral suasion", but Dan did not see this as a problem. 

Community Demonstration Sites 

• How many sites would there be and would an attempt be made to 
include larger as well as well as smaller communities as well as 
different types of communities? 
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Program Options 

• Dan feels the demonstration sites should b~ encouraged to take up 
some of the program options 1(with varying $ites perhaps taking up 
varying options). 

- How would it be ,determined which option would be taken up by which 
site? 

If Dan were to be in a position to make a determination at this time, he would 
select three program options, in order of priority: 

1. The Israel experience he feels is probably the most significant 
way of insuring Jewish continuity. He speaks from personal 
experience because of the involvement of one of his sons in 
such an experience at the Weizmann Institute. 

2. Day schools. 

3. Supplementary schools. Dan knows that there is a lot of 
question about the future of supplementary schools and their 
effectiveness. Nevertheless, he doesn't believe that we should 
give up at this time. The challenge would be to find an 
appropriate way of making the supplementary schools more 
attractive and effective. 

Dan looks forward to the meeting of the Commission at which these and 
other questions will surely be answered. It is his feeling that the 
Commission has provided a unique structure for diverse elements to be 
involved and he hopes that, in whatever emerges from the work of the 
Commission, this feature continues to be preserved. 

2 
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NOTES ON MEETING WI'l'H MANDELL BERMAN -- 1/24/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

I reviewed the draft recommendations with BB~ He commented in 
general terms on a number of areas. 

1. BB is concerned about not competing with existing 
institutions in the implementation process. He urges that 
existing national agencies ancl organizations be u.sed to the 
maximum extent possible. 

2. It will be important to look closely at existing model 
programs in ,an attempt to understand what makes them work. 
This will be critical in guiding further experimentation. 

3. BB believes that the campus will be a critical arena for 
promoting Jewish continuity and reaching out to the 
uncommitted. He urges that this be reflected in the report. 

4. BB sees the process of getting communities to provide 
matching funds for local projects as critical. We must sell 
programs to endowment fund directors who know which 
philAntrhropic. funds and supporting foundations may be 
interested. The federation will have to use its clout to 
get access to these funds for implementation. 

s. Evaluation must be institutionalized in the implementation 
process. BB urges that JESNA be used in this regard. 

6. With respect to the mandate and functions of the 
implementation mechanism, BB believes that community action 
sites, promotion of research, and personnel are enough of a 
challenge. He is extremely wary of the implementation 
mechanism trying to involve itself with the programmatic 
arenas. He believes it should do less, but do it well. 

In general, BB emphasizes the importance of early and visible 
successes. This will attract the additional money needed. The 
successor to the Commission will need a PR program to keep a flow 
of money coming. 

BB will not be able to attend the meeting on 2/14. 
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NOTES ON MEETING WITH MAURICE CORSON - - 1/22/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

----~----~---

I reviewed the draft r~conunendations with Mc. Most of his 
comments were directed toward the recommendation to establish an 
independent implementing mechanism. He continues to question the 
wisdom of setting up a full-scale institution with a board, 
staff, and funding. He would prefer to see existing structures 
utilized for the implementation by adding this to their mandates 
and providing additional funding to t hem. The primary members of 
such an implementation consortium would be CJF, JESNA, and JWB. 
They could under their joint auspices organize a separate high 
level task force on implementation, but this would be linked 
directly to existing organizations. The operation would be 
housed at JESNA. 

It a free standing implementation mechanism is created, MC 
believes that it must relate itself positively and cooperatively 
to the existing structures. This can be best assured by having 
these agencies share in the governance and executive management 
of the implementation mechanism together with philanthropists. 

MC indicated that he was also still skeptical about the community 
action site strategy. However, we were unable to discuss this in 
greater detail due to time constraints. 

MC expects to be at the meeting on 2/14. 



NOTES ON MEETING WITH LESTER POLIACK -- 1/26/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

I reviewed the draft recommendations with LP. He was quite 
supportive of both the general thrust and specifics of the 
recommendations. 

He particularly noted the importance of advocating priority 
funding for Jewish education even while we meet the immediate 
er ises facing the comm.unity. 

One area that he urged be emphasized is the need to build lay 
leadership development into the process of community mobilization 
{in the community action sites and generally). 

With respect to implementation, L.t:> suggested that we think in 
terms of three phases (using the COMJEE process as a model): 
a) the Commission itself, concluding with its report and 
recommendations; 
b) an interim period of planning the implementation (which the 
Commission is not really doing) and testing approaches; 
c) an active implementation phase guided by a permanent 
implementation body . 
I indicated that something like this was being envisioned, which 
he was pleased to hear. 

LP is planning on attending the meeting on 2/14. 
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!-'repared by ~oseph ~eimer 

As I reviewed the draft recommendations with Josh Elkin, he 
commented on the following areas: 

l) ~he training institutions 

a) Th1s 1s a ripe time for a nunu,er or tne tra1n1ng 1nst1tu
tione - eg. JTS, HUC in LA, University of Judaism - to grow. 
Tht=y havt: Lhe= tCl\,,;ulLy cmJ LLe:: 1:1Lu'1~uLtJ Lu .LUU tJuLi::1La.uL:i.al 
training programs and they are the way to ilnpact the 
future of education in the denominational movements. The 
denominations have the greatest investment in Jewish edu
cation as their futures depend on its success. In that sense, 
the independent colleges are less integrai to the future 
training of Jewish educators. 

2) Research 

a) The practice of Jewish education suffers daily from a lack 
of a body of research that could inform practice. We simply 
do not yet have the professors of Jewish education we need to 
create the body of research we need. The ColTllnission should be 
investing in university programs in u.s. and Israel - that 
will create research-training tracks in Jewish education. 

b) As an example of what oould ha dona, Josh Elkin cites the 
research being carried out in Tel Aviv University in acquiring 
Hebrew as a second language. That is an issue that all Jewish 
day schools face in North America and yet we know very little 
about it. JESNA has created a link to Tel Aviv, and now it 
may be possible for schools to get con~rete assistance in 
thinking through and evaluating their lie.brew instruction. 
Without this kind of scholarly input, ' praotitioners are left 
"spinning their wheels11 and make little progress in teaching 
Hebrew. 

e) I'.f the notion of a ma.star teacher is ~o ~a.ke ho•ld ia OW!' 
schools, we can think of sending a master teacher to study at 
6. U1\iV~rsity f¢l: 6.1\ i1,ti!!:1•11sivl!: pll!J:"iod to b6e0!!:l6 mot"& 6~&1-t !!\ 
a given area of instruction. The teacher's input then can 
raise the level of discourse -in the schooi _around that topic. 
That is very important to the life of the school. 
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3. Implementation Mechani sm 

a) As Josh sees it, with the various Foundations each having 
its own agenda for funding, the IM will ba devoting a lot of 
energy to, coordinating these agenda and relating them to the 
creation of Community Action Sites. That will require a 
director with consi~erable political savvy. 

J0eh felt pos.itiva ll.k!ou t these directions • telt they Wfilrfil mostly 
familiar - and will attend on February 14th. 

JR: ls 
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Notes on meeting with carol Ingall l/24/90 

In reviewing the draft recommendations with carol Ingall, she 
focused her comments primarily on issues of personnel and training. 

l} Her own experience in Proviaen~e has left her ~l5satistied with 
relying on the local Hebrew college for pre-service training of her 
professional teachers. She'd rather see Chairs of Jewish Education 
be established in universities with fine Departments of Judaics and 
Education. (Eg., she could see this working at Brown in Providence). 
The best shot would be to attract bright undargraduates (or graduate 
9tudents) to the ri~ln Ann ~r~in t.hAm from scratch. With ths fielQ 
of Education gaining more credibility on campus today, that becomes 
a possibility. Also, summer courses for more mature teachers at 
places like J.T.S. work well. 

2) As for local in-service training of the avocational teachers 
(who in Providence are the vast majority in supplementary schools), 
carol tinds great interest in Bureau-run "hands-on" sessions. 
Teachers are hungry tor help in creating materials for classroom 
uee. But that is net serioua training, and unfortunately, she finds 
little interest in the on-going classes that the Bureau offers. 
Teachers think of themselves as being very part-time and not wanting 
to invest too much time in training. They may also be embarrassed 
to admit that although teaching in supplel!lentary schools, they know 
very little Judaica themselves, Courses in Jewish areas may scare 
them off. 

3) What did -help was a system of certification for t~achers in 
which the Bureau ran the courses and the schools received extra 
financial support if x % of their teachers took the courses. Six of 
14 supplementary schools bought into that and the program of train
ing was carried out. 

4) Day school teachers are also otten part-timers: most particu
larly, young mothers who come in to teach for several hours a day, 
and because of baby-sitting arrangements are not flexible with their 
tiwe. That creates a situation for ~raining similar to that of the 
supplementary schools - although these are knowledgea.ble, well-
trained teachers . · 

5) As tor pay scales, there is one in Providence and it is helpful 
as a way of motivating teachers to take in-servie~ courses leading 
to certification and higher pay. Yet the congregations are actively 
resistant to the centralized setting ot a salary schedule. Leaders, 
acting as business people, feel they should pay what the market 
demands and no higher. Still, the struggle is worth it -- for the 
salary schedule is an important tool !or improving the !ield. 
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6) Research~ Establishing research capacity is crucial !or the 
practice or Jewish education. carol suggests developing a research 
capacity by creating positions in research universities for profes
sors of Jewish education. 

carol Ingall will be present on February 14th and suggests we work 
hard to structure the meeting so that it will not feel repetitive of 
past discussions. 

JR:ls 



Notes on maating with Alvin Schiff - 1/10/90 

Prapared by Joseph Reimer 

As I reviewed the drart recommendations with Dr. Schiff, he 
focused on two areas: community action sites and training 
institutions/opportunities. 

I community Action sites (CAS) 

1. What are the criteria for selecting a commmunity as a CAS? 
Some possible criteria may be: 

a) Geography and demography: Where is the community 
located, what is its size, of what kind of community 
is it representative? 

b) Leaa agency: Does the colXlll\unity have a lead agency to 
take responsibility for coordinating and seeing through 
the project'? 

e) Lay leadership: Does the community have a stable, 
committed group of lay l eaders who have the money to 
support and the ability to monitor tha project? 

d) Replicability: Does the community have the capacity to 
create educational models that can serve as examples to 
other comparable col1ll11.unities? 

e) Personnel: Does the community have a coordinated model 
tor handling issues of personnel - such as training, 
professional development, salaries and benefits? 

2, or. Schiff thin~& 9t ~~tfo1k county on Long Islcnd as being 
the kind of colillllunity which would meet these diverse 
criteria. 

3. How would the local lead agency work with, eg., the 
synagogue schools? The model he suggests is the one he is 
trying to implement in the New York. area with synagogue• 
based family education. There is a -proposal to establish a 
full-time family educator in each synagogue. Each synagogue 
would put up $ls,ooo per year and the FUnd would initially 
put up $25 1 000 on the condition that the educator would be 
inv·olved as part of the work in an on-going training 
experience that would help to train the educator as well as 
help the educator and synagogue to thinle through issues of 
restructuring educational opportunities in the synagogue. 
The looal . BJE, college or a national training institution 
may take joint responsibility for designing and i~plement
ing the training component, · 
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4. The IJE would have to play the crucial oversight function 
or meeting with the responsible parties in the CAS and 
monitoring progress, reminding them "this is the contract 
lilt made." IJE money needs to be leveraged and used to 
raise local contributions to Jewish eaucation. IJE needs 
to be part of a formative evaluation process that 
constantly monitors the progress ot the demonstrations. 
Being a tree-standing institution is essential to the IJE's 
mission as change-agent. 

II. Training Institutions 
l, Dr. Schiff Delievec it is important to set conditions in 

contracting with the training institutions to do pieces of 
the training. The institution might be asked to design a 
specific training module - eg. in Jewish family education -
and may need help in stretching to meet that need. 

2. He favors a collaborative approach to training educators 
in the community in which a training institution, a local 
BJE and (eg.) synagogues might work together to design 
training experiences for the personnel involved. 

3. Or. Schiff favors establishing a comprehensive approach to 
servicing personnel. Rather than leaving the recruiting, 
training and servicing of educators to each area (eg. early 
ohiid.hood), why can't a co?nJnUnity estabiish a committee or 
canter whose function would be to study the whole com
munity's personnel needs and work with local institutions 
in A planning process to systemAtically address those 
naeds? 

Alvin felt positive about these recommendations and will attend on 
February 14th. 

JR:ls 
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NOTES ON CONVERSATION WITH IIARRlET ROSENTHAL -- 2/7/90 

prepared by Jonathan Woocher 

HR had begun, but not completed, reading through the Background MaterjaJs for the 
February 14 meeting. Her reaction to what she had read was extremely positive. 
Special commendations tu Seymour and Annette for "clear and cogent" writing. 

Her major concern is how we insure maximum impact of the report and 
recommendations in a) communities that want to be CAS, but are not selected, and b) 
communities that don't even ask to he consjdere<.1. She feels that communities will not 
simply read the material and organize to take uction. She recommends a process of 
community vjshations to stimulate communities to consider the local implicHtions of the 
Onnmission's work. 

She also feels that we need to consider how to take advantage of the climate of 
enhanced cooperation between synagogues and federation and among synagogues lhat 
is developing in some communities around the issue of resettlement of Soviet Jews. 
How can we build on this for Jewish education in genernl? 
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Joe Reimer 

NOTES ON MY CALIFORNIA TRIP 

A few impressions - off the record - of my meetings wlth the 
four commissioners ln LA (5/1/89), 

1. Irwin Field - He has been reading the materials , but feels no 
need to participate more act ively . Hi~ latest lnvolvement has been 
in LA United Way. He said nothing about Jewish Agency. His attitude 
was very friendly, curious and involved 1n the topic, but not in the 
process. 

2, Harold Schulweis - very involved 1n h1s own local projects -
wh lch (to me) are very interesting. He is interested ln the 
comm1s51on and listened carefully. He considers its being on the 
East coast as being too far away. 

3. Isaiah Zeldin - Kept me walt1ng, but wa~ then voty Jnvolved . I 
doubc he kept up with the ~ommlsslon. He too ls very involved ln hls 
own pxojects. As with Schulweis, I think we have alot to learn from 
hlm, but tt wlll have to be in LA. He said he'd cons ider coming to 
meetings lf he knew the schedule a year in advance. 

4. Marx La1 J!\e.r - He has a national as we ll a:3 a local perzpect1ve 
and l s incredibly involved as a lay person 1n Jewish ed~cation. He's 
clearly our most positively attached lay leader on the West coast, 
and a very nice man. 




